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Chapter 241: Accident?
“Something’s wrong.”
As they were heading toward the gate of the underground tunnel,
Han Xiao
frowned, looked around, and said, “The atmosphere doesn’t feel

right. There
are fewer people along the way. I have a sense for danger. Did
you trigger
the alarm?”
As he finished speaking, Han Xiao looked at Cyberlos with a

piercing look
in his eyes.
Cyberlos was shocked and denied it immediately. “No, I
definitely didn’t do
it. Maybe the leader noticed something abnormal. I don’t have as
much
authorization as the leader, so him noticing my browsing history

really has
nothing to do with me.”
Han Xiao tightened his grip on the equipment bag and said in a
low voice,
“Let’s go quickly.”
At this time, five levels higher, the leader was heading to this

direction with
a laptop in his hand. The surveillance camera feedback was

displayed on
the screen. He laughed coldly and said, “So, you have started to

suspect it.
By the time you reach the underground tunnel, the ambush that I

set up will
be completed as well. This time, don’t even think about



escaping.”
The leader did not think that Han Xiao would dare to infiltrate
alone. He
even felt that the number of ambushes that he had prepared was
overkill. In
his mind, Han Xiao’s strength was the same as back in the Dark

Crow
Valley, similar to the level of Pan Kuang, and there were more

than fifty
Executive Officers that were stronger than Pan Kuang in the
headquarters
right now.
There was nowhere to escape.
The last resort of the siege was the leader himself. He hardly met

anyone
that could match up to his strength. Even the legendary hero

Bennett was at
most at the same level as he was. The leader had fought Bennett a
few
decades ago—they were on par.
The leader was also someone who stood at the top of the Planet
Aquamarine—only then could he build and support such a big
organization.
Seeing that Han Xiao was like an insect that had sunk deeper and
deeper
into the spider web, the leader seemed to have seen the light of

success.
However, the next moment, he saw from the surveillance camera

a flash of
dark red light shooting straight toward Han Xiao.
Hila had almost gone haywire; her red eyes were staring straight

at Han
Xiao with rage. It was not because she recognized Han Xiao—it

was



because she felt the Life Mark on Aurora. Her younger sister was
hidden
and cowered in the equipment bag that this person was carrying.
Seeing this, there was no way Hila could hold back anymore. Her
abilities
activated in an instant. Her maroon long hair was like snakes,
entangled in
gray and red smoke that formed an arrow-like shape. Her
murderous intent
was almost tangible.
“Put her down!”
Her seeing a stranger taking her younger sister away in a bag was
like a
parent seeing the child being carried away by a stranger; there
was no way
to stay calm in such a situation. Rage consumed her senses, and
she could
not think rationally anymore. Furthermore, her younger sister
was very
special to her; Aurora was almost like her spiritual sustenance,
and that
made things even worse.
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This woman got stronger again. Han Xiao was shocked. He hastily
slid to
the side and dodged this cone-shaped dark red air arrow by a few

centimeters. The air arrow shot through the metal wall. Han Xiao

was
surprised. Hila’s superhuman abilities could inflict both physical

and
psychological damage, and this was already so strong despite

only being the
physical damage. This meant that the main psychological damage

would



only be stronger. It was probably because she was attacking in a

rage state
—the damage enhancement could almost match up to his
[Flaming Will]
Despite being rather tanky, Han Xiao was not interested in getting
hit. He
moved to the side and dodged again. With a thought in his mind,
Han Xiao
destroyed two surveillance cameras with two shots and yelled,
“Hila, I’m
here to save your younger sister. You’re attacking the wrong

person, you
stupid woman…”
Before he finished, Hila already crashed toward him and reached

out to
grab the bag without listening to anything he said. Being
speechless, Han
Xiao let go of the bag, carried his other equipment bag, activated
Electromagnetic Hover-boots and Mini Maneuvering Equipment,
then
jumped up to the rooftop.
Hila hurriedly placed the bag on the floor, opened the zip, and
looked
Aurora in her eyes.
“Sister!” Aurora’s voice was filled with surprise.
“Are you ok?” Hila immediately checked over Aurora’s body.
Seeing that
she was not hurt, Hila was relieved. Then she remembered there

was still an
enemy present, he stood up in a flash and stood in front of Aurora,
her face
alert and looking like she was ready to fight any time.
“Sis, you misunderstood.” Aurora struggled to get her head out



of the bag
and yelled, “That uncle is here to save me.”
“I don’t know him at all.” Hila was still cautious.
“He said he’s uncle Zero.”
Hila was stunned. She could not believe it.
Zero‽
“It’s me.” Han Xiao did not hide anymore. The alarms all across

the bases
were ringing. He knew that he was exposed. When Hila suddenly

appeared,
he already knew that things were not pleasant. With how much

Hila cared
for Aurora, she would definitely go all out straight away.
“How can it be you?” Hila could not believe it. The dark red

smoke moved
with her emotions.
Why did Zero come to save Aurora? There should be no

connection
between them. She could not figure out Han Xiao’s motive at all.
Furthermore, they should be enemies. Why was the target Aurora?
Does he
want to threaten me like the Germinal Organization?
With all the guesses in her mind, Hila could not trust Han Xiao

subconsciously. No matter what, Hila could not let go of Han Xiao
stealing
Aurora away secretly.
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“I will explain in the future. Your sister is already saved. The
truth is right
in front of you, and regardless of whether you believe it or not,
I’m here to
help.”
“You’re now an enemy that the organization is going after.”



Hila’s
expression was indifferent. Her power gathered in her hands, but
she did not
engage.
“Do you want your younger sister to continue being controlled by
the
organization? Right now is the best chance to escape,” Han Xiao

said in a
low voice. His motive of saving Aurora was for Hila, and Hila was
right in
front of him now. Naturally, he would not let the chance slip by.
The alarm was ringing loudly. Hila was hesitating despite the fact
that she
hardly ever hesitated at all. She really wanted to just take Aurora

and
escape like this, but the alarm in the base was already triggered.
She knew
the power gathered in the headquarter more than Han Xiao did;
there was
too little chance to escape, and she did not want Aurora to take

the risk.
If only I didn’t attack just now… This thought of regret appeared
and
disappeared within an instant, but if she had to choose again, she
would still
attack without hesitation.
At this moment, Aurora pulled on Hila’s shirt.
“Sis, bring me away.”
Hila’s expression tightened. She looked down and saw Aurora’s

hopeful
face. The words of rejection were stuck in her throat.
How can she put her younger sister back in a situation worse than
death?
Thinking of the things that Aurora went through all this time,



Hila felt like
her heart was being squeezed and rubbed.
At least the most difficult part was already completed. Her
younger sister
had already left that prison cell, and this was what she had been

dreaming
of.
At this moment, Hila’s became firm. She touched Aurora’s head

gently and
thought to herself, If it fails, I will die with you.
Hila raised her head, looked at Han Xiao with mixed feelings, and
said,
“Follow me.”
She had never expected to fight side by side with Han Xiao.
With more help, there was a bigger chance to escape. Zero had

snuck in
without anyone noticing, so he could not be too weak.
You can_find the rest of this_content on the platform.
After she said that, Hila put Aurora into the bag and walked

toward another
direction with big steps. Han Xiao dragged Cyberlos and followed

behind.
Since they had already been exposed, they could not go to the

underground
tunnel anymore. Hila knew the base, so she must have some other

way.
Han Xiao was quite sure that a bloody fight was unavoidable.
Luckily, he
was prepared in the case that the infiltration failed although he
did not
intend to allow that to happen.
What he did not know was, although it seemed like Hila had

exposed him,



she had actually made him dodge the trap indirectly.
…
“Moron! Who told her to engage!” The leader was furious. Han
Xiao
changed his route, so his plan was disrupted. Han Xiao was now

more
cautious, and the leader’s siege had not yet fully formed.
As the cameras were destroyed, the leader did not see the

conversation
between Han Xiao and Hila. He merely thought that they had

already
started fighting.
“All Executive Officers and soldiers, full engagement. I want Zero
to die
here,” the leader yelled through the walkie talkie.
At the same time, the players in the headquarters received an

urgent
mission.

[Intercept Zero]: Intercept Zero before he escapes the

headquarters.
Mission reward: 200,000 experience, Lv.20 Dungeon Crystal –

[The
Germinal Organization Base Escape Warfare]

200,000 experience and a Dungeon Crystal‽

The players were extremely motivated.
New_chap_ters are pub_lished on
Chapter 242: The Unmatched

Assassin 1
Boom boom boom!
The high caliber Berserk Eagles shot hot flames out of the muzzles.
The



cameras on the way were destroyed one after another. Han Xiao

was rapidly
counting and calculating. Thirty-eight seconds had passed after

the alarm
rang. They were moving very fast and had already deviated from

their
original path, so the enemies should appear soon.
The team composition now was two burdens and two who could
fight; it
would be too difficult to just rush out recklessly. Han Xiao would

not have
had a problem on his own, but it was a pain in the ass to protect

someone.
In his previous life, Han Xiao had never liked missions to protect

people as
there was not much room to play, and it would definitely fail if he
was
reckless.
Suddenly, Han Xiao’s eyes twinkled. He looked at Cyberlos

hostility.
Now that Hila was here, was there any reason to keep this old

man around?
They were not going through the underground tunnel, so
Cyberlos was of
no use anymore.
Cyberlos shivered. “Do—don’t do this. You need my

authorization…”
“He’s exposed. His authority is frozen. There’s no point keeping

him.” Hila

had an indifferent look. Cyberlos was a superior that was in
charge of the
experiments on her younger sister, so her hatred for him was

deep in her



bones. She raised her arms and was going to kill Cyberlos.
At this time, a hand grabbed onto her arm. Han Xiao shook his

head toward
her.
“Don’t kill him. We might need him alive,” Han Xiao said. Then
he slapped
Cyberlos unconscious. Han Xiao had misled him in many ways, so
he could
make Cyberlos mislead the leader as well.
Hila swung Hila’s hand away and gave him a stare, but she did
not insist on
killing Cyberlos.
Han Xiao was not bothered by her attitude. “What’s your plan?”
Hila was not used to Zero being her teammate yet. She kept silent
for a
while then replied, “I know a hidden path that can help us escape

the
headquarters, but it is very far, four floors down. We’ll have to

break past
the interception if we want to go there.”
“Four floors down…” Han Xiao had memorized the map. To go

down four
floors from here, it would take at least 5 minutes without any

interruption,
but the enemy would definitely not let them do that.
“Are you sure of this hidden path?”
“That was originally an abandoned hidden path. I discovered it

by accident,
so it is very discreet.”
Hila kept it short, but she did not say the exact location.
In fact, she hid the truth. This hidden path was a backup that she

had
secretly prepared. Although she was controlled by the Germinal



Organization, she had never given up and hoped that one day she

could save
Aurora. However, she could not get Aurora out of that prison cell,
so she
did not take any action. She had never expected that the most

difficult part
would be completed by Han Xiao. Thus, the hidden path was

could finally
be of use.
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These things happened out of nowhere; she truly did not expect

someone to
save her younger sister.
Hila looked at Han Xiao discreetly, wanting to say something, but
in the
end, she did not.
There was actually a safer way with more than eighty percent
chance of
bringing her younger sister away, but that would put Han Xiao in

a very
dangerous situation. She felt Han Xiao would most likely not

agree, so she

did not say it and only planned in her head.
At this time, footsteps appeared at the corner up ahead—a team

of Germinal
Organization had shown up to intercept them.
Just as Hila raised her hand and was going to attack, Han Xiao

did it before
her. The two guns fired rapidly. High caliber bullets exploded on

these
soldiers’ chests, and flesh and broken bones sprayed all over the

place. One
bullet from him was as strong as a grenade explosion for normal



soldiers.
After killing a group of these soldiers, the Trial Points for the class
advancement mission on the interface did not increase—only
enemies that
were strong enough gave Trial Points. However, since the weak
ones were
already here, the stronger ones would not be far.
As expected, strong presences entered his detectable range one

more one
and approached very quickly.
“You don’t attack; protect your younger sister. I will deal with
the enemies,”
Han Xiao said.
Hila frowned and said worriedly, “Can you? Even I don’t have

confidence
in beating these Executive Officers…”
“Shut up and watch. If you didn’t attack, I would’ve already
escaped.” Han

Xiao was not in the mood to explain to her at all.
Hila’s expression froze. She admitted to being at fault, so she kept
her head
down and led the way in front.
The leader was heading toward them. The cameras were

destroyed, so the

surveillance images became black one after another. He could
only know
the situation through the report from his headphones.
Executive Officers, super soldiers, and Inhuman teams are now

heading that
way to surround him, and there’s also Hila stalling Zero. There’s
no chance
for him to escape, the leader thought.
This time, a voice of an Executive Officer came out of the



headphones,
filled with murderous intent. “I have met the target, engaging!”
The leader was excited. He yelled, “No need to catch him alive,
kill him
right away!”
However, the next moment, high pitched noise exploded from the

headphone that hurt the leader’s eardrums.
Screams came out of the headphones; it was from the Executive

Officer that
was just reporting the situation.
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The leader was stunned. It’s been less than ten seconds. That
Executive
Officer was not weaker than Pan Kuang at all. What accident

happened?
He felt an unpleasant intuition.
…
Eight seconds earlier…
A large and muscular male executive officer ran out of the corner
and
charged toward Han Xiao with a ferocious expression. Loud thuds
could be
heard from the floor, and the combat suit was almost breaking

from his
muscles.
“Careful, he’s an executive officer. Strength enhancing

superhuman ability,
you…” Hila warned hastily as a thick cloud gathered in her hand.
As soon
as Han Xiao was going to be defeated, she was going to back up

immediately.
Han Xiao struck before Hila finished her sentence. With a swing

of a hand,



two Sonic Bombs flew out. The high-pitch noise gave the male

executive
officer a shock and slowed down his action for an instant. All Han
Xiao
needed was this instant. Activating both the Mini Maneuvering

Equipment
and the Electromagnetic Hover-boots, he approached the enemy

like a
ghost.
[Overload]! [Surging Heroal Force]! [Lethal Critical Hits}!
All the damage enhancing active abilities were activated one after
another.
Although there was no [Flaming Will], the power was still
horrifying.
With a spin of both his palms, a blue light shone from the

ThermoElectrical Incisor Gloves and pressed onto the male
executive officer’s
chest, and the Compounded Magnetic Chain Split Blades

penetrated into his
body behind his back like a blossoming lotus.
Combo, Flaming Lotus Slash!
This was the fighting style of Heroal Pugilists, to combo different

melee machinery into one’s own ability. Of course, the name had

been
decided casually, but it did indeed feel different once it had a

name.
Stunning damage numbers appeared. The male executive officer

screamed
in agony and fought back with all he had. He landed a few

punches on Han
Xiao’s Magnetically-Controlled Retractable Armor.
Han Xiao’s palms burnt right through the enemy’s chest as the
Compounded



Magnetic Chain Split Blades sliced his throat continuously. The
health bar
of this large and muscular executive officer was thus emptied.
LV 44, 120 Strength… not bad. Sadly, the health bar is just

ordinary.
Han Xiao looked at his interface. He could kill enemies at this

level this
quickly even without Viper.
Although he was a Hero, which was not strong in the early stages,
he
had many abilities, his level was high, his equipment was good,
and his
skills were at max level. The strength of someone varied even

with the
same level, like normal monsters and elite monsters. Han Xiao

was at
BOSS level among LV 60s, so there was an even greater difference
between
him and people with a lower level.
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You received 1 Trial Point.
[The Ultimate Trial]: Progress 1/2000

Only one point for someone at level 40 something‽ Han Xiao was

speechless. He did not even know if there were two hundred

executive
officers at this level in the Germinal Organization. It would be

awkward if
there were not enough to kill…
On the other side, Hila was lowering her stiffed hand. This
executive officer
had been killed instantly before she had even finished her
sentence—there



was completely no need for her help.
Hila was completely stunned. Even she did not have the

confidence to do it
so fast.
How is Zero this strong? Is this a fake‽

…
At the same time, the leader was stunned by this problem, too. He
realized
he had misinterpreted Han Xiao’s strength.
One mistake could affect the entire plan. Luckily, the leader knew
that Zero
could not be judged with common sense after many failures, so he
had
overestimated Zero’s ability as much as he could, and many

people were
waiting in ambush. However, seeing what was happening now,
not only was
it not a waste, but there might not even be enough!
Since his subordinates could not win, he would kill Zero himself.
“Stop him, wait for me!” the leader said coldly.
In less than a year, there was no way Zero’s strength could have

reached his
level.
He was someone who stood at the top of Planet Aquamarine!
If Han Xiao knew what the leader was thinking of, he definitely
would have
laughed.
What a coincidence, I am, too.
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Chapter 243: The Unmatched

Assassin 2
The group followed the twists and turns of a winding corridor to
get



downstairs. The elevator exit was likely blocked by people, so
they went
with the emergency staircase.
The enemies who tried to block their path came in from all
directions. Han
Xiao went all out and used everything from his melee skills to
sniping to
continuous shooting. All but Viper, which was his trump card,
was thrown
out, and he fought like a true assassin, leaving behind a trail of

corpses.
There were four types of enemies: newbie troops, superhumans,
Germinal
directors, and players. Only the directors were capable of slowing
him
down, while the rest, players especially, were taken care of in

mere seconds.
The players rushed up in waves while kicking and screaming only
to
disintegrate into light particles the next second. Han Xiao figured

that if it
continued for a bit longer, he could probably use up all of the

players’
weekly resurrection, which could help cure their gaming

addiction and have
them go complete their homework instead.
As the players were not much of a threat to him at all, Han Xiao

did not
want to bother with talking sense into them. At this point, players
could not
change sides yet anyway.
Soon enough, the players became more hesitant and stopped

rushing in
masses with their previous fervor.



Although players did not fear death, they did not want to throw

away their
lives for no reason. They realized that the mission reward was

only
something they can covet but could not even come close to
touching. With

their current levels, trying to stop this monster of a character was

pure
fantasy.
This kind of feeling when the reward was so close yet so far was
akin to
constipation, and continuing to rush in would only cause more

experience
to be lost. There was just no point.
In an instant, the players started to back off. Who cares about

some required
mission? What’s so amazing about forcing the tasks? Do you

think I care
about you that much?
Not only that, but when attacked, the interface showed a constant
drop in
reputation points with the NPC. However, no one really minded

this, as no
one knew him anyway.
Electrolux swallowed his saliva to calm his nerves. He recognized
Han
Xiao as the person who gave him the mission, but he never would
have
thought that he was an enemy, let alone someone as insanely

overpowered
as this. For a while now, Electrolux had been witnessing one

Germinal
director after another, all with ‘Fatally Dangerous’ tags on them,
rushing up



to the also ‘Fatally Dangerous’ Han Xiao, only to be smacked all

over the
place like wet cabbage. Electrolux was so scared that he was

about to suffer
liver problems just from watching.
Bullsh*t. Why do they even have the same tag? This is all a scam!
Even more fatal than ‘Fatally Dangerous?’ Why not just say that

you’re here
to harvest lives?
The players could not stop lamenting at the unfairness of it all.
…
The Executive Officers in the headquarters were by no means
weak, but it
was a shame that they are pitted against Han Xiao. Unless they
were at least
LV 50, there was not even a tiny bit of chance that they could

hurt him.
Hila did not even need to help a single time along the way, so she
focused
on protecting Aurora. Han Xiao was simply unstoppable.
However, Hila
realized that the Germinal forces did not know about her betrayal.
Instead,
some were even shouting at her for help against this monster of
an enemy.
The cameras along the way were blown up by Han Xiao, and the

Germinal
leader did not know that Han Xiao and Hila had teamed up. Hila
realized
that this was a huge advantage!
As Hila looked at Han Xiao’s figure amid the intense battle, she
thought,
Could it be that this was all part of his plan? Did he not have me



help for
this purpose?
Bang!
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… and another director fell beside his feet. Han Xiao wiped away

the blood
on his face and could finally take in a deep breath.
He was not exactly unscathed. Some directors had weird powers

that could
threaten him, but both his defense and HP were very high, so the
damage
was hardly worth mentioning. The problem was his energy and

stamina,
which had both decreased significantly. However, he still did not

think that
it was necessary for him to use Viper.
The class advancement mission had reached 27 points, and Han

Xiao found
that killing stronger opponents had a chance to award him with 2
to 3 points

at once.
“Only the last two levels left,” said Han Xiao.
“Be careful. These are only the vanguard. The main force has yet

to arrive.”
Hila’s face was tense as she knew how much manpower the
leader had
allocated to the headquarters. Even if Han Xiao did far exceed her
expectations with his combat strength, he could not possibly take

on a
whole army.
Hila was still considered one of the ambushing members, and her

earpiece
was still connected. However, there was not much use as the



enemies’
number was too great, and she could not discern any useful

information
from the overlapping coms transmissions.
They had to be smart if they were to escape from this place.
In that moment, Hila thought of a plan that would basically

guarantee her
and her sister’s escape but would put Han Xiao in significant
danger. She
pursed her lips together finally decided before speaking out. “I
have an
idea.”
Han Xiao immediately replied. “Split up, and I will be the bait.”
Hila’s eyes were then wide open, and her face was full of shock.
“How did
you know?”
“I guessed,” Han Xiao said nonchalantly. From the moment Hila

appeared,
he had already started coming up with this vague plan, which
was why he
focused on destroying all the cameras. It was to ensure that Hila

was not
considered a traitor—at least not yet—in the eyes of Germinal.
Hila could just use her position as a high-level director to escape

easily,
while Han Xiao could pull all the attention elsewhere.
However, this would also mean that Han Xiao would be facing all

the
danger by himself. Hila had never thought that Han Xiao would

suggest this
idea himself.
“Splitting up is a good idea. Tell me the where the secret passage

is, and I



will catch up with you after I have diverted their attention.”
Hila was shocked.
They had no reason to trust each other, yet Han Xiao was giving

the choice
to her. She could not understand where his trust came from.
Is he not afraid that I will give him the false directions? However,
this dark
thought started to take from inside her mind and would not go
away.
Give him the wrong location, let him be cornered by Germinal

and buy
even more time.
It was as if this voice in her mind was packed with magic,
constantly
causing her to waver.
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For Aurora, I will do everything it takes to keep her out of harm’s

way.
Hila looked down, touched Aurora’s face through the bag, and
felt the slight
tremor from her sister’s petite body. She steeled her resolve once

again.
“Room H-418. The fourth brick on the floor from the left is the

secret
passage’s entrance.”
“Got it.” Han Xiao laughed, seemingly not doubting her words at

all as he
gently patted the bag with Aurora. “Go.”
Hila took one last look Han Xiao as she tried to etch his image
into her
memories before she turned and left with hurried strides, afraid
of wasting
even a single second.



One side of Han Xiao’s mouth perked up, and he went the other

direction.
He took out multiple bombs of different shapes and sizes out of
his tool bag
and stuck them onto the walls along the way.
Since he was trying to get attention, he might as well made it big.
Boom!
Sounds of explosions came one after another, followed by heat

waves that
spread out all over the place.
The whole headquarters were shaking. Although the actual

damage was not
much because of the previous work, the tremors could still be felt

throughout. Even without the security cameras, one could tell

where Han
Xiao was just by following the explosions.
A large number of troops changed course and were heading
straight for
him.
“Just wait for me to kill you myself.”
The leader was shuddering all over out of rage as he made his
way toward
Han Xiao.
…
Han Xiao was humming to a tune, and despite knowing there

were an army
of Germinal troops closing in on him, he acted without any sense

of worry
nor care because he knew that they were walking right into his
trap.
After turning a corner, he saw that the path ahead was

jam-packed with

soldiers. All superhumans with top equipment. With at least



twenty of them,
they acted like a wall that blocked Han Xiao’s way.
The one at the front stood out larger than the rest, with every

single part of
his body aside from the face looking like it was made of metal.
This was
test subject No. 1.
“Zero, do you still remember me?” No. 1 said through gritted

teeth, his tone
full of hatred. “You killed me.
“I became this monster, all to get the power to crush you like a

gnat!
“I will break your limbs just like you did to me!”
Visit for a better_reading experience
No. 1 roared and pushed with his legs. Power burst forth from the

hydraulic
press on his exoskeleton, and the ground beneath him shook. No.
1 shot

forward like a cannonball, flying straight for Han Xiao’s head

with his
hulking body.
The murderous gaze in No. 1’s eyes also contained excitement.
He could
not wait to exact vengeance to his rival.
At the last moment, Han Xiao turned and side-stepped the attack.
He then
reached out, grabbed No. 1’s exoskeleton, picked him off the

ground, and
started swaying around him. This was happening so fast that Han

Xiao’s
actions became a blur as a magnetic force penetrated through No.
1’s



defense.
No. 1 instantly lost any feeling in his right arm, and the upper

right portion
of the exoskeleton started to fall apart until eventually everything
broke off
with gear parts flying all over the place, looking like a Heroal

power
that bloomed.
The design of these superhuman soldiers’ exoskeleton suits was
extremely
similar to his lightweight Heroal arm. Han Xiao had also just

learned
‘neural link’ not too long ago, and as a magnetic ring Hero, he
could
easily assemble or disassemble such equipment at will.
So, in a way, superhuman soldiers posed the least threat to Han

Xiao. He
could easily reduce them down to bare naked bodies.
No. 1, who had lost balance, stared at his now non-existent right
arm. He
could not process what had happened.
When he finally came to his senses, his rage soon returned, and
he stood up
once again with the other arm swinging.
“It took me everything to get this power.What gave you the right

to beat
me!”
Seeing this guy screaming like some dying pig, Han Xiao decided

to detach
his other arm as well. His legs too. Might as well.
As the other superhumans rushed up, Han Xiao danced between

them, and
limbs could be seen flying all over the place.



Soon, Han Xiao was the only one left standing amid piles of torn

limbs and
Heroal parts. This scene was scary enough to fit right in to any

kind of
horror film.
No. 1 was left facing the sky, hatred still clear on his face, still
questioning
why he lost.
Han Xiao had wanted to ask since a while ago… Who is this dude?
Han Xiao never would have guessed that it was No. 1, as the
appearance
was much too different. Moreover, to him, No. 1 had died already.
“Have we met?” Han Xiao asked confusingly.
“How could you not know me‽” No. 1 was furious. “I’m your

rival!”
What rival? He must be delusional. Who on earth is this metal

head?
Han Xiao was baffled, and his ear was starting to hurt from No.
1’s
screaming, so he flipped the limbless No. 1 around to face the

ground.
It was instantly much quieter.
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No. 1’s mouth was plastered onto the ground and could only

make muffled
noises. He was enraged, yet there was nothing he can do except

stare at Han
Xiao out of the corner of his eye.
Gradually, the shining halo faded, only to welcome a curtain of

black.
Soon after, the sound of security cameras being shot could be

heard again.



Chapter 244: The Other Hidden
Card
The explosion sounds came from afar, and Hila’s face tensed up.
She knew
that Han Xiao had Germinal’s attention for the moment.
A large group of troops were quickly approaching, and when the

Executive
Officer saw Hila, he frowned. “You’re going in the wrong

direction; the
enemy is that way.”
“I have a different mission.”
Hila had once again put on her usual ice-cold expression as she

waded
through the group of soldiers and hurried off in the opposite
direction.
They passed over ten groups of Germinal reinforcements along
the way, but
Hila did not dare stop moving. Thankfully, the most people did

was give her
a confused glance, and none tried to stop her.
Everything happened so suddenly that Hila’s betrayal had not
been exposed.
Even though she had a strong will, she was still secretly glad at

how Han
Xiao had reacted in time and destroyed all the cameras, giving
them this
advantage.
Only things that had to do with her sister could move her
emotions.
The Germinal forces faced no opposition as they rushed to get to
the floor
that Zero was on. However, no one was to be found. Hila also
started to
destroy all the cameras along the way to prevent the discovery of



the secret
passage.When Germinal came to their senses, Aurora would have
long
disappeared.
After she finished her precautionary measures, Hila opened the

door to the
passageway and entered while carrying her sister. It was a pitch
dark and
narrow tunnel, and one could only move forward by crouching.
Once she closed the door, all the noise from outside suddenly

disappeared.
Silence permeated through every nook and cranny, and the

tension also
started to drop along with Hila’s previously heightened heartbeat
as she
calmed down.
Hila could finally take a deep breath and relax.
Now that they were in the tunnel, the escape plan could be

considered
almost successful.
As her bag was wriggling around, Hila unzipped it and Aurora’s

tiny head
popped out.
“Have we escaped?” Aurora asked as she looked around

curiously.
“Almost,” Hila replied as she lovingly touched Aurora’s head.
Aurora then went back into the bag and hid her face inside, only
showing
her two big, round eyes, as she suddenly asked, “Where’s Uncle

Zero?”
“We will wait for five more minutes. He should… be here soon,”
Hila said
after a pause.



Aurora cocked her head and asked again, “Sis, Uncle Zero seems

really
strong, right?”
“He’s alright.” Hila did not want to give a clear answer.
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“Sis, why did he come save me?”
“How would I know?” Even as Hila said that, her hand
subconsciously
reached for the photo in her pocket. She remembered that Zero

had once
seen this photo back in his training base. It could not be…

But back then, Zero did not even have time to protect himself, so
why
would he remember this inconsequential thing, even to the extent
of
carrying out this huge rescue plan? Unless he really did have the

capability
to see the future…
Hila shook her head; she still could not figure out his motives. All
she could
feel was fear and respect to this mysterious figure, who single

handedly
devastated the behemoth that was the Germinal Organization.
To think that he had once been that weak little trainee back in the
base but
had now risen to such heights in such short amount of time. She
could only
sigh at this. The world truly worked in mysterious ways.
“Sis, Uncle Zero…”

“Stop mentioning him.” Hila got a little bit annoyed. Although
he did save
her sister, for some reason, she felt some sort of unexplainable

familiarity
with this Zero. It was as if she had met him somewhere else after



he
escaped from the base. However, that should not have been

possible.
“But Sis, you usually spoke so highly of him and even praised

him
whenever you told me stories about him.” Aurora felt wronged.
“Nonsense,” Hila said as she gently pinched Aurora’s cheeks.
At this moment, a third, odd-sounding voice spoke out in the

cramped and
lightless tunnel.
“Did I hear that right? You were praising me?”
Hila turned in an instant and was just about to send out her
powers before a
powerful force squeezed her hands and brutally pushed her
against the
tunnel wall.
With the help of the red lights, she was finally able to identify the
owner of
the odd voice. It was Han Xiao, who was supposed to be outside

fighting
still.
“Why are you here‽” Hila was shocked.
Han Xiao let of his hands before laughing lightly. “I’m
everywhere.”
Hila relaxed and called back her powers while making a face. She
remembered clearly that the tunnel door was opened and closed
only once.
How did Han Xiao manage to get in? Did he go through the walls?
Han Xiao laughed and said nothing. When he took the initiative

to propose
splitting up, he had already made a simple but effective plan in

his mind. Of
course, he would not gamble on Hila telling him the real position,



so he had
then been left with two choices. The first was to leave simple

tracker on
Aurora’s bag, while the second was a character card that had

never used.
The Dion card obtained on the Western Continent had a special
stealth
ability.
Although he was very strong, he was not willing to be encircled

and ganged
up on for no reason. His main goal was to get out of the germinal

headquarters. So, after he taught No. 1 who was boss, Han Xiao

went and
blasted all the cameras at the intersection, giving Germinal the

idea that he
was in the area before he activated Dion’s character card and
backtracked
along the original way.
Regardless of the truth of her words, she must have been headed

to the real
passageway.
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The character cards’ ability name was ‘You Can’t See Me’. As the
name
suggested, Han Xiao simply waltzed along the way without

anyone taking
notice of him.
The enemies were then all baited to the intersection where Han
Xiao had
been without knowing where he had disappeared to. Han Xiao

simply
followed Hila and jumped into the tunnel together with her.
What surprised the Great Technician Han, however, was that Hila
had



actually given him the correct directions. Both the room number

and the
floor tile location were correct. To be honest, when they were

about to split
up, Hila’s fishy look had made him almost think that he was

going to be
sold out, but the result was unexpected.
In truth, Hila had also struggled with this, but she had finally

decided to
give Han Xiao the right information.
Han Xiao did save Aurora, and if she had lied to him, she would
not know
how to face her sister. Although a part of her kept tempting her

otherwise,
she finally abandoned such thoughts and told him the truth.
Compared to ‘Goddess of Death’ in Han Xiao’s past, this Hila had
not been
consumed by darkness, and her heart was still illuminated by the

stars and
moon that was Aurora.
Han Xiao originally thought that if Hila had sold him out, if he
suddenly
appeared again, Hila would be very embarrassed and even owe

him a moral
favor. However, since she did not, Han Xiao could not help but

look at her
in a new light. Although he was prepared, no one would want to

be
betrayed, and his mood was instantly better.
“Brat, what kind of stories did you sister tell you about me? Let’s

hear
them.” Han Xiao finally got to ask this question.
Aurora was about to politely answer, but Hila cut in



expressionlessly and
said, “Stop wasting time. This is only the first part of the secret

passage. We

still have to get to the abandoned underground tunnel. Let’s go.”
Hila led the way with Aurora and took off with enthusiastic
strides.
Han Xiao shook his head and was about to follow when he
suddenly
remembered something. “Ah. I forgot to ask the old man what

Aurora’s
brainwashing code word is. Oh well. Let’s just get out of here
first.”
…
On another side, tens of thousands of Germinal troops had

gathered and
were searching for Han Xiao around the area where he
disappeared.
“Reporting to leader, target was not found.”
One by one the executives brought in the same results.
The leader was furious, and he held his hands so tight that his

glove started
to rip. “This is where the cameras last caught him. How could we

not find
him?
“That’s right, I saw him walk down this way.” No. 1 said as he

lay on the
ground to one side, his face full of resentment, as the researchers
helped
reattach his limbs.
“Just find him!” the leader roared as he slammed his fist on a

nearby wall.
With a bang, steel and concrete components ripped apart and

flew out as if



they were made of paper. The executives were frightened and had
no choice
but to continue searching.
The leader originally had thought that Han Xiao was trapped and
had been
cracking his knuckles to get ready to beat Zero up for all the
grievances that
he had caused the organization. Now that there was nothing to

vent his
frustration, the leader was feeling a sense of loss that was making

his chest
feel like it was going to explode.
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Every time he dealt with the Zero, it had ended in failure. The
leader could
hardly tolerate it anymore. He glanced at the scattered parts of

the super
soldiers on the ground and cursed them for being so useless in his
mind.
He took out his laptop and made another search. It was then that

he found
something odd. All the cameras in the lower floor had also been

destroyed.
“Could he have accomplices?” The leader tapped the keyboard

and quickly
called up the interface. He soon found a new lead. The camera

records in
the A-4 area seemed to have been modified. He suddenly thought
of
something and quick gave his orders. “Send someone to A-4 to

investigate.”
Soon, news came back.
“Security measures had been shut down, the guards have been
killed, and



the little girl had been taken away.”
In that moment, the string of information from Aurora’s

disappearance, the
destroyed cameras, and Hila’s absence in the previous battles to

stop Zero
started to make sense.
They had been fooled!
“Hila, you traitor!” The leader suddenly realized what had

happened and
was so enraged that the sound of his teeth gnashing together was
like steel
grinding against each other.
“Get man to search for Hila now. She escaped with Zero!”
The soldiers around were startled into action. The order was
passed down
one wave after another. Soon, a large force was mobilized to

search yet
again. However, Hila had already destroyed all the cameras on

the lower
floor. There was no way of knowing where they could have gone.
Then, someone finally brought the dazed Cyberlos to the leader,
and with a
slap, Cyberlos was awoken with a shock. Seeing the leader’s face
that was
full of hostility right after waking made Cyberlos tense up.
“Tell me everything you know!” the leader said coldly.
Cyberlos did not dare keep anything to himself and told the
whole story
from when he had been taken hostage until he was knocked
unconscious.
“He took the organization’s classified information, kidnapped
Aurora…”
Cyberlos tried to be as careful. “He… He might be an Inhuman!”
Inhuman‽



The leader felt his body sway when he heard that. If Zero really

was an
undying Inhuman, then Germinal faced certain defeat.
After taking a deep breath, the leader said decidedly, “That’s
only a guess. I
will just have to kill him first and see if he really is an Inhuman.”
Cyberlos was then taken away. Seeing as the man had done a lot

for the
organization in terms of research, the leader decided to spare his

life.
Cyberlos had never been hired for his loyalty anyway.
“Widen the search net. Even if that Zero can get out of

headquarters, I won’t
let him get off the continent,” the leader said calmly.
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The forces were but a small part of his plan.
Chapter 245: Predicamen

After travelling down the winding tunnel for some time, the path
in front
suddenly widened.
Right in front of them was an underground tunnel with an open
space. The
exit for this dark path was located on top of the wall at the side of
the
tunnel, which was around five meters above the ground.
The air was filled with the smell dust and mold. The place had
been
abandoned long ago, and the walls were covered with spider

webs. The
front door of underground tunnel had also been locked for a few
years.
Hila hugged Aurora and jumped down. Dust and debris scattered

as they



landed. Han Xiao followed.
“This was an early stage of the underground tunnel. After they
built the
headquarters, people left it without any maintenance. I dug a

path from the
air ventilation pipes which lead to this place. All the cameras and

gates are
gone, and the railroads are broken, too. We need to walk out of

here. The
exit a hidden door that is located at the fringe of the headquarters,
and it
will take around four hours for us to reach there.”
Han Xiao looked back at the hole and said, “Won’t they be able

to catch
up?”
“Nobody knows we are here, but we still have to be on alert.”
Hila carried
Aurora on her back and started walking forward.
Han Xiao quickly followed and walked right next to Hila. He
occasionally
dropped a few small landmines to blow up the tunnel in case
anyone came
later.
Three of them continued to march forward in silence.
Just now, the situation had been intense, so there were a lot of

things that
they were still unclear of. Now that they had the time, Hila
seemed to be
more confused as she kept recalling what had happened. She kept
on
turning her head toward Han Xiao.
Hila had a few questions to ask, but because of her cold
personality, she



pursed her lips and kept on walking.
Aurora, who was on Hila’s back, covered her head inside her

sister’s long
red hair and smelled the delightful scent she had. Her eyes were
calm and
safe, and she turned to look at Han Xiao.
“What are you looking at, you little brat?” Han Xiao raised his

eyebrows.
Aurora quietly replied, “Do you not have a name, or is your name

just
Zero?”
Paying attention, Hila’s ears perked up.
“Han Xiao. That’s my name.”
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“My sister said you were brainwashed. She couldn’t figure out
how you
escaped.”
Han Xiao stroke his chin and said, “Everything has its own

destiny.”
Hila rolled her eyes.
“My sister said you are only twenty years old, but why do you

look so old?”
Han Xiao’s face darkened. Didn’t I already change my

appearance? This

brat doesn’t appreciate beauty at all.
Then Han Xiao looked at Hila and realized that she was being
oddly quiet.
Han Xiao started to tease her interested and smiled. “So, do you

have
anything that you want to say to me?”
Hila pushed Aurora higher up on her back and coldly replied,
“Thanks.”



“You don’t sound like you mean it at all.” Han Xiao started to

flip the
bullets in his hands. “Don’t forget that I came a long way to save

your sister.
There’s no need for you to kneel on the ground to show your
gratitude, but
at least be more polite, will you?”
Hila turned her head around and frowned. “How did you know

about my
sister? What are you trying to do?”
Hila could not believe that Han Xiao really came here to save her
sister, and
she thought that he must had an ulterior motive. Although Hila

was right,
she could never guess that Han Xiao’s target was her.
“You sound like you are trying to interrogate me even though I
am your
savior and your teammate.” Han Xiao raised his eyebrow. “If you
want to
ask anything, you must at least try to show some respect.”
Savior and teammate… Hila was having a hard time getting used
to
someone with these two roles. After a long silence, she still could
not say
the word ‘please’. She boldly said, “Tell me.”
“What now? Do you think I’m like the Germinal Organization,
trying to use
your sister to control you?” Han Xiao yawned. “I might try if I

want to.”
There was no way that he could do what he said. Hila relaxed for

a bit and
replied, “So, what do you want?”
“I want world peace.”



Hila ground her teeth in frustration. Han Xiao had just been

playing with
her all this time, and she did not get anything useful out of him.
Hila shut
her mouth again.
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“Sister told me some stories about you, and she said you were

very
talented.” Aurora then curiously asked, “Are those stories real?”
Oh… Hila actually complimented me behind my back.
Han Xiao looked over, and Hila did not even flinch. Her face was
still as
cold as ice while looking straight ahead, ignoring Han Xiao. Well,
there’s a
saying that if you don’t say anything. then you agree to whatever

that’s
happening.
“Of course, it’s all real.”
“Then what happened after you escaped?” Aurora was really

interested into
Han Xiao’s story. During her time of imprisonment, when she and
her sister
meet up, her sister would always tell Aurora about the stories of

the world
outside. The stories of Zero had left the deepest impression on her.
Hila thought that Han Xiao had some things that he did not want
to say, so
she suddenly had an idea.
“Even though we don’t know how Zero… Han Xiao has gain so
much
power in such short period of time, when he escaped the base, he
was not
strong. After he finally got the freedom he longed for, he was
frightened



that the organization might capture him, so he had no choice but

to change
his name and hide away from the eyes of the Germinal
Organization. He
never showed himself and only gathered information in the dark,
and the
organization could not find him.”
Seeing that Han Xiao remained quiet, Hila thought that she must

have
guessed it correctly. After working for the Germinal Organization

for years,
she knew the consequences of rebels, and Han Xiao must have

had a
difficult past during his time hiding from the organization.
After a few sentences, Aurora slowly fell asleep. Her body was

weak, and
the intense journey quickly drained her energy. Han Xiao and

Hila also
stopped talking and focused on the journey ahead.
After three hours of silence, they reached a part where the tunnel

was
blocked, and the exit was right above their head.
Han Xiao and Hila stepped on the shattered rocks. Hila’s hand
swept over
the ceiling, and she found the lever. After she flipped the lever,
cracks
suddenly appeared and formed a square, and dust started to fall

from above
of them. The crack was dark, and one could not see anything on

the other
side.
“Get up.” Hila pushed open the hidden door and jumped into the

room.



The room was pitch black without any sound. After the eyes had
adjusted to
the darkness, they could see that they were in a large storage

room. Tons of
boxes and containers were lined up, and there was another exit at
the corner
of the storage room that was covered in dust.
“They don’t have anything important in this warehouse, so there
shouldn’t
be a lot of security here. Toward the south is the secured part of

the
headquarters. As long as we can get out of the secured zone, then
we will be
safe.”
Han Xiao remained silent.
Cyberlos had once said that the leader encircled him using large
amount of
manpower, and they set up countless of troops scattered in a

radius of a few
hundred miles. Even though he had escaped the headquarters, he
still did
not escape the encirclement. If what Cyberlos had said was true,
then there
was still a long way before Han Xiao could get to safety.
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Gripping his equipment bag, Han Xiao thought, My identity will

be
revealed sooner or later. I might as well just do it right here.
Suddenly, the interface popped up with a message.

Your landmine successfully killed the soldiers of Germinal
Organization.
You gain 1 experience.
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“The landmines in the tunnel just exploded, it won’t be long
before the
Germinal Organization catch up,” Han Xiao said.
Hila’s face briefly let slip a stunned expression. “We need to pick

up our
pace.”
It was night, and the sky was dark. They woke Aurora up and put

her into
the bag. Then the two of them quickly left the warehouse,
sneaked under
the patrol of the soldiers, and head toward the exit.
A number of troops started to show up and settle down in the area
around
the headquarters. The security level was also increased by a few

levels.
A few hours ago, Han Xiao and Hila had disappeared in the

headquarters.
The leader called for the highest level of order to employ all the
standby
troop to catch Han Xiao. He knew that Han Xiao must still be in

the
headquarters’ surroundings, so he reinforced the security at the

borders and
would not let anyone pass.
The ambushing troops on the outside was a few hundred times
more than
the number of troops in the headquarters. In the beginning, the
leader used
all the resources that he had to set up the encirclement of troops
that lasted
for a few hundred miles. All the preparation was for any possible

accident,



and the day’s events proved that he had been right to be so
cautious.
The leader of southern troops quickly changed from a normal
leader to
executive officer Kedor who was LV 55. To target the powerful

growth that
Han Xiao had, the leader also employed the veterans and

executive officers.
There were more than ten executive officers, a dozen super

soldiers, a few
hundred Inhumans, and a few thousands common soldiers that

followed
after Kedor.
In the chaotic battlefront, Kedor was receiving orders from the

leader.
“The headquarters have already found the location of the target
and have
started a blanket search operation. There is a high chance that the
target is
heading toward you. You are authorized to fire at any suspicious

object in
the battlefield, and you are authorized to kill on sight. Do not let

him get
away!”
“If he dares to come toward me, he will die,” Kedor replied.
“How about
Hila and her sister?”
“They betrayed the organization; if they resist, kill them all.”
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The leader’s voice was deep. Zero was the number one

enemy—even
sacrificing Aurora would be worth it.
Chapter 246: I Am Black Phantom!



Dark clouds covered the sky, and the moon and the stars were

nowhere to
be seen.
The ground base was brightly lit, and columns of light tore

through the
surrounding darkness. The guards were searching everywhere for
something, and armored vehicles rolled past one after another

with their
loud engines blaring through the still night. Helicopters lit up
their
searchlights and were searching as well, causing circles of light to
cut
through swaths of empty ground.
The large-scale search gave Han Xiao and Hila quite the headache.
Thankfully, Hila was well acquainted with the local terrain, and
they were
able to avoid all the pursuing soldiers. Eventually, they hid

themselves in
the shadow of a metal building situated at the edge of the base as
they
observed the distant Germinal army formations toward the south.
The troops toward the south and the base were separated by an
inclined
area. Based on the duo’s observation, heading straight out would
just make
them easy targets for the search parties. At this moment, there
seemed to be
some commotion toward the south, as countless lights were
suddenly turned
on. It was as if a miniature sun had appeared in the dark scenery.
“This is bad. They have drastically increased the personnel on the
ground,
and it’s impossible to pass without drawing their attention. Once
we’re



found, they will kill us all,” Hila said with a heavy voice.
The organization’s forces seemed to be endless. Although they

were being
defeated at every turn by the Six Nations’ combined army, it was
still a
force to be reckoned with. On the other hand, they were but two

people, and
trying to force their way out would be possible. They should

consider some
other ways to stealthily sneak away.
Han Xiao gave the massive number of troops a few glances before
speaking
calmly. “Tanks, artilleries… Heh. They’re basically prepared to

fight a war.
It’s quite a feat they have pulled just to deal with us.”
“More like to deal with you. We’re just addons.” Hila was

expressionless,
and she asked, “Do you not have any reinforcements?”
She felt like Han Xiao definitely had some help when infiltrating
the
Germinal headquarters. Since that was the case, he must have

arranged the
extraction.
Yet Han Xiao shook his head immediately, making her feel like

her heart
just dropped.
“No help…” Hila could not hold it in and asked, “Then what’s

your plan
now? Germinal won’t stop looking for us. Even if we somehow

break out of
this encirclement, there will still be countless pursuers after us.”
“I’ll just see.” Han Xiao did not really care about it and went

back to



preparing his equipment.
Hila frowned. If help was not coming, then what was the point of

following
Han Xiao?
The one Germinal wanted was him, and her sister would be safer

if they
were to split up. She thought that since she had already helped

him leave
the headquarters, she had already returned the favor. So, it would
not be
immoral to suggest to split up.
For Aurora, Hila was willing to do anything.
Let’s just try to get out of here first…
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Hila calmed herself down, stopped paying attention to what Han

Xiao was
doing, and just focused on observing the troops ahead.
…
At the same time, toward the south, the large searchlights all
shone on the
inclined ground, and nothing could have escaped their

observations. There
were heavy turrets set up every fifty meters, ready to send out a

wave of
metal bullets on command.
Different scenes of the encirclement were all sent back to the
control room
back in headquarters so that the leader could control the situation
in real
time.
Among the troops stationed toward the south were the group of
players who
had been recruited by Germinal and formed into their own
Inhuman squad.



They were grouped up in their own camp, ready for orders. The
mission to
intercept Zero had not failed, and the players were astounded

when they
saw the large formations of Germinal troops deployed to catch
Zero.
“We won’t be able to help much. Isn’t this basically just a free

mission?”
“You’re right. Maybe this is sort of like a cutscene, where we can
only
watch,” said Electrolux, who had also been recently recruited.
Foreign
players were not uncommon on Planet Aquamarine, and none

thought his
presence was odd. No one knew that he was actually a European

spy.
“Hey. Do any of you know anything about Zero’s origins?”
A player with the ID White Hunt said, “I do.”
The moment he spoke, the crowd was interested and started to

throw in
more questions.
White Hunt, a top player from Temple of God, had obtained

information
from the Guild of Gods, which was why he came to Germinal to

trigger the
Intercept Zero mission. As he described the process of how Zero

single
handedly manipulated events to hinder Germinal’s activities on
the planet,
the other players could not help but be shocked.
“Sounds like an amazing person.”
“Doesn’t he sound like a character from the main storyline? He

escaped



from the original Germinal base by himself and has now sent the
organization to the brink of collapse. He must at least be a Legend

on this
planet to be able to manipulate massive wars like this!”
“Maybe he’s Planet Aquamarine’s protagonist… Oh no! My

reputation with
him is -30,” someone screamed in distress.
White hunt laughed at that. “Although he may be a character in

the main
storyline, he shouldn’t be someone we will have to interact with

in the
future, or else we wouldn’t have lost so many reputation points

just from
being his enemy.”
The crowd nodded at that. Strong but unimportant NPCs were not

unheard
of in the game. Since they would not be interacting, having
reputation
points with him would not do much for them.
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…
After some observation, Hila finally said, “This path is too

dangerous. Let’s
try another place.”
She heard noises behind her as she said that. Han Xiao seemed to

be
preparing some sort of equipment while he explained, “The
search parties
have already narrowed down all the possible escape routes. The
longer we
wait, the more dangerous it is, and it’s the same everywhere.
“Then do you have an idea?”
“We rush them.”



Frowning, Hila answered without looking back at him, “The
enemies are
too many; even if we take out several hundred, we will still
eventually fall
to their human wave tactic. Only death awaits us if we charge in

like that.
Let’s look for an opening.”
However, Han Xiao seemed to have already made up his mind

and said
confidently, “Make sure you keep up.”
Hila was going to question where that confidence came from
when she
heard some sort of machinery activating behind her. She turned
around and
was shocked by what she saw. Han Xiao’s appearance was

completely
different. She was now looking at a streamlined suit of jet-black
Heroal
armor with faint blue lights glowing through the gaps of the suit.
This
breathtaking scene brought about an abrupt realization.
This figure, this suit, there was no doubt… It was way too famous.
The
whole Germinal, no, the whole world knew him.
“Black Phantom!”
Hila could no longer hold her calm and had a look of disbelief on
her face.
At that moment, she realized what had happened. No wonder

how Han
Xiao could infiltrate the Germinal headquarters alone without
any sort of
backup. He was someone who stood at the top. A one-man army!
So, this is the truth!
Thinking back on the news that she had read about Black



Phantom, Han
Xiao’s life these past few years was far from that of a runaway
fugitive. He
was always right in front of everyone, including Germinal,
showing off his
powers and making a legend of himself, one step at a time.
Hila had witnessed Han Xiao at his weakest, and she never

thought that he
would one day stand at the top and far surpass her.
“You, you…” Hila was lost for words.
Foll_ow new_episo_des on the platform.
Han Xiao gently patted the still shocked Hila and made large
strides toward
the troops in the south as he exuded a sort of confidence exclusive
to the
powerful.
The built-in tactical screen in his helmet gave him a quick

analysis of the
battlefield as he strode down the slope toward the enemy without
a care. As
he approached, dozens of powerful lights instantly shone onto

him, making

his figure as detailed as possible to the onlookers.
When everyone saw this figure, they took a while to react.
“Why is Black Phantom here?” Kedor was confused.
Once they looked past Han Xiao, they finally saw Hila.
This was when shock, realization, and fear suddenly went

through the
minds of all present.
“Zero… is Black Phantom!”
When the truth finally revealed itself, everyone was stunned and

could not
do anything but stare.



Kedor, the field commander, had also lost his wits and forgot to

order his
men to attack.
All the executives on the field suddenly felt a gust of cold air blow
up their
spines and into their minds. All those who had opposed Black

Phantom had
ended up as corpses.
This name instilled fear in all those who heard it.
Han Xiao crouched lightly, brought his arms behind him, and got

into a prejump position as the booster on his back let out bright
red lights. The sound
of a spinning turbine got more and more intense, and the faint

blue light that
filled the lining along his suit sent energy all over his body. The
Hero
muscles grew in size as the suit entered the Strengthened state.
Boosters appeared on his waist, behind his arms, legs, and
between the gaps
in the suit. These boosters released an invisible force and bended

the air
behind Han Xiao. Back in the shelter, Han Xiao had made

countless
modifications to Viper and added a number of modules. It was
now much
stronger than before.
This was the advantage of being a Hero. Even as other classes

started
to face bottlenecks, he could always continue to upgrade his

equipment and
steadily increase his strength.
“Attack! Attack, now!” Kedor finally reacted and roared his

commands. His
men were startled into action and started to lock the machine



guns onto Han
Xiao.
Yet, right before they could open fire, a huge boom sounded as

Han Xiao
exploded off the ground and sent dirt flying everywhere like an
artillery
shell had hit where he was standing.
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Han Xiao launched away and flew right into the enemy formation.
One
after another, the Germinal soldiers were sent into the air.
At that moment, chaos fell upon the battlefield!
Chapter 247: The Real Deal
Han Xiao tore through the enemy formations like a hot knife
through butter.
There was a constant stream of clinking noises as the bullets that
were shot
at him got reflected by his high-level armor.
He kicked away a Germinal soldier, stole his machine gun, and
opened fire
at the others around him as the gun was surrounded by a faint
blue light that
greatly boosted its power and rate of fire. The barrage of shots
was also
triggering the effects of Lethal Shot one after another. Kill
confirmation
messages flooded through his interface as the Germinal soldiers
fell in
swaths.
The nearby troops quickly filled in the gaps and tried to surround
Han Xiao.
A dozen or so grenade-launchers were fired and drew parabolas

across the
battlefield toward Han Xiao.



Yet, before the shots even reached him, Han Xiao stepped to the

side,
leaped into the air, and took off with the reaction force from the

blasts.
Boom!
All kinds of tanks and artilleries fired at Han Xiao, and explosions

roared
through the night as the smell of gunpowder permeated the
battlefield. It
was as if a small-scale war was being waged against Germinal,
but Han
Xiao was their only opponent.
Viper’s upgrades along with his skills and talents made Han Xiao
unstoppable as he ran straight through explosions. Not even the

heavily
armored vehicles were spared from his rampage. A few unlucky

tanks got
flattened to the ground after being run over by Han Xiao. It was a
complete
massacre, and soon, the Germinal forces were breaking apart.
Whoosh!
Two attack helicopters rushed to the scene and immediately
opened fire on
Han Xiao, and a stream of high caliber bullets trailed after him.
Han Xiao’s
eye flashed, and in a split second, he calculated the helicopter’s

speed and
flight path with his helmet interface, retrieved the Ghost sniper

rifle from
his back, and took a shot. It was as if he did not even have to aim.
The electromagnetic projectile zoomed past the battlefield before
it went
clean through the helicopter and flew off into the night sky.
The pilot was killed instantly, and the helicopter spiraled out of



control and
crashed into the hillside below and tumbled down the hill with
the
centripetal force from the rotors. It kept on rolling until it

eventually
destroyed the fence in its way and tore through dozens of
Germinal soldiers
before crashing into and collapsing a defensive structure, causing
dust to fill
the air. The helicopter had cleared a bloody path through the

swarms of
soldiers.
One of the rotor blades broke off and flew through the air and
landed right
in front of a group of stunned players. They were already

flabbergasted
since the moment it was revealed the Han Xiao was Black
Phantom.
The source of all these legendary achievements was the same
person, so he

was basically the main protagonist on their planet!
The players were all very familiar with Black Phantom since they
heard
about him pretty much every day. Now that the mystery of his

identity had
been revealed, the players were extremely excited, as if they had

just
discovered a new continent.
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The quick ones immediately turned on the camera function and
started
streaming the event to the world.
“Wait a second, if he’s Black Phantom…”

Some players finally realized the gravity of the situation and
turned their



attention to their reputation points on their interface. Instantly,
they felt like
a gust of north had just blew past them, freezing their excitement.
This can’t be real! A -30 reputation with Black Phantom? How

long will it
take to even reset it back to zero?
The Germinal players felt like their hearts were crushed.
We haven’t even enjoyed Black Phantom’s benefits, yet we just
lost all our
hope after waiting for so long!
The players present looked frozen ducks. All color drained from

their faces.
Screw you Germinal. Give me back my youth!
When Han Xiao saw this, the corner of his mouth perked up.
This group of players was essential in his plan. They played the

role of the
‘reporter’ and were responsible for spreading tonight’s events out
far and
wide. The big reveal of his double identity would surely rock the

player
community and become a hot topic for the time to come.
Currently, there were not very many NPCs that had made a deep

impression
on the players. So, making big news himself would be the best

way of
ensuring his spot in the community. Now that his popularity was

sure to be
on the rise, the benefits would also roll in one after another.
By showing of his capability at the Germinal headquarters, it
would seem
completely natural story-wise. There was not a better moment

than this. His
new legendary ranking was basically set in stone.



With Han Xiao loaded in his new gear, the Hero’s strengths were
on
full display. He did not even need to keep his distance, and
instead, he
began a one-man massacre amid enemy forces.
Dragging this out will do more harm than good. Viper’s energy
levels are
going doing very fast. I need to clear out an area and find an

escape vehicle,
Han Xiao thought.
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“Kill him!”
Suddenly, a powerful force approached as Kedor roared and led a

group of
executives straight for Han Xiao.
Han Xiao frowned, and the Field Repulsive Machine on his wrist

began to
store up energy. He raised his right fist, ready to attack at any

moment, as
energy waves started to pulse out of him.
The next second, as if pulling a trigger, Han Xiao released his fist

and
punched at the air in front of him.
Boom!
A condensed wave of energy exploded out of his fist and crashed
into the
group approaching him like a tsunami. Like bowling pins, the
executives
were all knocked away. This attack was just like the Shockwave

Blast used
by Pugilists, and Kedor’s group was instantly broken out of

formation.
Using this chance, Han Xiao locked onto the person with the



strongest life
force, Kedor, and rushed him. The disoriented Kedor did not even

have time
to dodge before he was tackled to the ground. Viper’s muscle

fibers pulsed
and bulged, and attacks with the Thermo-Electrical Incisor
Gloves with +80
Strength landed on Kedor’s body one after another. Blood spurted
out
everywhere.
After a dozen or so hits, Kedor, with his face was full of blood,
was furious.
He released his energy and pushed Han Xiao high into the air.
Han Xiao pulled out the Ghost sniper rifle mid-flight and
activated Burning
Will.
The rifle’s muzzle that started to glow was giving Kedor all sorts
of warning
signals and made all his hair stand on end.
Hum!
The shot dealt explosive damage and instantly emptied Kedor’s
remaining
health bar.
The shot left a faint trail of blue light in the air before it left a hole
between
Kedor’s eyebrows and a shocked expression on his face.
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Level 55 enemies actually drop so many trial points! Han Xiao

was



overjoyed.
For the half minute or so after eliminating the strongest Germinal
member
in the area, it was as if Han Xiao turned on his grass-cutter
mode—he just
mowed through the rest of the enemy forces. Like a human bomb,
he
obliterated anyone who stood in his way. A C-class superhuman

was
enough to go against armies on their own.
Only by demonstrating overwhelming strength could he rise up in
popularity and fame.
Han Xiao cleared out a large patch of ground, and it was as if

there was a
hole in the middle of the Germinal base.
He really went and rushed them! Hila was shocked, but she still
did not
forget Han Xiao’s instructions and followed behind, carrying
Aurora.
After stealing and boarding an armored SUV. Han Xiao smashed

his foot
onto the gas, and trio drove off into the night after smashing past

the
roadblocks.
The players received mission failure notifications, yet no one care
anymore.
They were still trying to process the fact that Black Phantom was
Zero.
The control room back in headquarters was so quiet that one
could hear a
pin drop. Everyone had witnessed the chaos from the screens. The
leader’s
chest rose and fell rapidly, and even though he was putting on a

poker face,



everyone present knew that he was enraged.
“I kept sending people to search for him. Yet, I never thought…
that he
never tried to hide.” The leader felt a suffocating feeling and felt

like he had
been played like a fool.
His assistant to the side asked warily, “Do… do we chase?”
“We chase. Summon back all the executives still out on the field,
the
organization’s strongest military force, and all the reserve forces.
Lock
down all areas and kill on sight. Short range missiles are

authorized.”
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At around the same time, the videos that were posted by the

Germinal
players were starting to cause waves on the forums.
Chapter 248: Shocking the World 1
The post titled ‘Shocking news! The man behind the war was

actually…’
instantly shot to the top of the Planet Aquamarine forums.
The players on Planet Aquamarine back then had all of their
attention on
the war between the Six Nations and the Germinal Organization.
Being able
to participate and contribute in this world-shaking event allowed
them to be
truly immersed in the game. And this was also when the post

revealed that
‘Zero’ was the person who had manipulated events behind the
scenes and
single handedly caused this war.
Some players remembered that the Germinal Organization had
put out a



massive bounty for Zero, and they felt intrigued by this character.
This kind of plot where an organization’s traitor was able to turn
around and
cause massive damage to the organization was very compelling to
many
people.
He had to be the key character in the main storyline!
The post detailed the things that Zero had done against Germinal
up till
now, but when the players thought that was the end of the post,
they found
out that there was even more information at the
bottom—information on
Black Phantom. The post’s author did not give any explanation

and simply
listed Black Phantom’s achievements as well. The players were
confused
but patiently read through it as there was no harm in
understanding more
about Black Phantom.
But everyone’s face changed when they got to the last
line—’Black
Phantom and Zero are one and the same!’
“What?”
“They’re the same person‽”
Many players doubted the authenticity of this information.
However, the
post also came with a recording of Han Xiao rampaging through
the
Germinal headquarters, shocking the players when they watched

it.
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The players were not too familiar with Zero, but it was a whole
other story
when it came to Black Phantom. Ever since the start of the open



beta, this
NPC had provided them with countless benefits and interacted
with them
countless times. When the players watched the recording of Black

Phantom
wreaking havoc in the Germinal base, they felt an odd sense of

familiarity,
and they had the impression that this was something that only
Black
Phantom would do.
Now, his identity had been exposed.
He was Zero and also Black Phantom.
His name was Han Xiao!
Zero’s past and Black Phantom’s achievements complemented
each other
perfectly and created an image of a character who, after losing
everything to
Germinal, escaped from the organization’s evil grasps. He never
gave up to
his miserable circumstances but only slowly grew stronger and
gradually
worked toward toppling the gargantuan organization that had
wronged him
before he finally swept the whole world into war. This story
sounded as if it
came right out of a Hollywood film.
Hero stories always sold well, and Han Xiao’s badassery had

already firmly
placed him on top of a pedestal in the players’ hearts while
Germinal was
immediately seen as the planet’s antagonist. Although there was

not any
true right or wrong in this world, people had already grown used

to taking
sides—having two extremes was much easier to understand.



Players
stopped caring about Germinal’s ideology and took Han Xiao’s
side as they
had already thought of this NPC as ‘one of their own’.
This post’s popularity exploded in a never before seen manner,
and it felt
like a historical moment for the players on Planet Aquamarine.
The upvotes
were increasing by tens of thousands every the second, and
instantly, it took
one of the top ten spots on the Galaxy forum’s trending posts
ranking.
Just as Han Xiao had thought, the combination of his two

identities, when
revealed, caused a chemical reaction and pushed his popularity

on to a new
height, further consolidating his position in the players’ hearts.
Interacting with players was something he had focused on doing
ever since
the open beta, and he was now seeing the fruits of his labor. The
tiny spark
that he had started several months ago had now turned into a
raging fire
with the reveal.
The players were the first to know about the news that get posted
on the
forums, and now, Han Xiao’s group had just escaped from the

Germinal
base.
Visit to discover_new novels.
…
Their vehicle rolled over the rough landscape of Andrea under the
darkness
of the night, gradually getting further away from the base until it

was but a



dot on the horizon.
Han Xiao, who was driving, had not unequipped his suit, but he
opened up
the mouth hatch. He lit up a cigar and started puffing smoke in

and out his
mouth, giving off the vibe of an old truck driver, as he held the

steering
wheel expressionlessly.
The car stopped abruptly and caused rocks and dust to fly
everywhere
around it.
“Switch. You drive. I need to give the car some anti-radar
modifications. I
have no wish to be blown up into the air by missiles.” Han Xiao

pushed
opened the car door and got out before maxing out SUI:
Anti-radar Coating
and Camouflage Paint in his interface.
He also took a glance at the advancement mission—his progress
was
72/2000. This was normal as advancement missions were often

long-term
goals.
Hila closed her eyes and took a deep breath before she got out of
the car
and supported herself with the side of the car to suppress the
nauseous
feeling welling up in her stomach. Although it was almost

unbearable, she
had to admit that under their previous peril, Han Xiao’s driving

had made
her feel safe enough.
Aurora, on the other hand, was fast asleep in the backseat and

was



completely unbothered. Han Xiao saw this scoffed and said,
“Your sister
will definitely get further in life than you.”
Hila did not even bother with replying and got into the driver’s
seat. As she
watched Han Xiao taking out all sorts of gears and parts to attach
onto the
outside of the car, she said, “We’re still in Germinal territory, so
we
shouldn’t take the large roads. However, driving through the

wilderness will
take eight to nine days before we can get to safety. Not to
mention, the
Germinal troops that must’ve been sent to pursue us. They will

bring planes,
armored vehicles, and even missiles.”
“You can just follow the map and take whichever route you think
is safer.
You’re more familiar with the area, after all,” Han Xiao replied

without even
turning. Now that Germinal knew about his face-changing
capability, they
would definitely kill all those suspicious. Escaping would not be

easy.
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Han Xiao did not guess wrong. This time, all search parties were

equipped
with cameras that were connected to headquarters’ command
center at all
times to prevent him from masquerading as one of the Germinal
soldiers
sent to catch him. Once a camera lost connection, the whole
squad would be
considered as KIA.



The Germinal Organization practically utilized all their forces to
chase
them, and their only chance of escaping was to run faster and

break through
the encirclement before they were completely trapped. Once they
were in
the Six Nations’ territory would they truly be considered safe.
Germinal also
knew this and would do whatever it took to kill Han Xiao and the
sisters off
while they still could. Escaping from enemy forces was often the

most
dangerous, as enemy reinforcements would be endless.
Fortunately, Han Xiao had anti-detection measures to prevent

them from
being pinpointed by their pursuers. Germinal’s only way of

finding them
was to throw in as much manpower as possible
But there was also another problem.
“Our fuel can only last another eight hours, and we’re completely

out of
food and water. Moreover, we are also running low on

ammunition. We

need to find somewhere to resupply soon, or things won’t be
looking good,”
said Hila.
“We don’t need to look for supplies,” Han Xiao replied calmly.
“The
enemies will just bring it to our doorsteps themselves. I’m a Hero.
It
won’t matter if we run out of equipment to use as I can just make
more.”
Hila did not have a response to that. By now, she had long since

thrown



away the thought of splitting up with Han Xiao to escape. It was
much safer
for her sister and her to stay with him.
Han Xiao tried to think of his next steps in silent as he made the
modifications on the car.
“Although we have anti-radar measures, we should still be

careful of the
Germinal Organization getting desperate. I need to find some way

to deal
with missiles.”
They were currently still in Germinal territory, so nuclear missiles

should
not be a worry. What they needed to watch out for were the

countless shortrange tactical missiles from the nearby Germinal
bases. These missiles

would be more than enough to take out the few of them. With

their
destructive capability and range of up to several thousand
kilometers, they
were often used to target important enemy structures.
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As a C-class superhuman, tanking attacks from normal firearms

and smaller
troops was not an issue, but it was still too early to talk about

taking
missiles straight on.
Superhumans were able to resist attacks based on their energy
levels and
skills, but there was a limit to how much they could absorb.
Taking on
weapons of mass destruction to the face would simply be suicidal.
A superhuman’s body was relatively fragile when compared to
those
weapons of war. However, this all changed when one got strong



enough. Aclass superhumans and above were capable of reigning

over whole regions
in Galaxy and were even capable of taking on whole small space
battleships
by themselves. However, those kinds of characters were few, and
although
superhumans could get very powerful, it was still impossible to

take large
armies on by themselves. This was especially so when highly

advanced
civilizations were involved. Galactic entities had access to

terrifying
weapons such as electromagnetic and beam weapons. Even a

random foot
soldier would be equipped with an advanced combat suit. In wide
reaches
of space, strength was calculated by one’s civilization, not
individual
strength.
Chapter 249: Shocking the World 2
The first idea that popped out was to engineer an anti-missile

device, and he

just so happened to know a basic blueprint for a pure defensive
device,
which was called expandable light fortress. It could suddenly

form a golden
shield that protected the target and blocked the explosion and
shockwave.
There were a variety of blueprints for defensive machinery, and
the most
common one was the energy shield. However, knowledge on
those shields
required class advancement in energy studies, and this type of

light fortress



did not require a high level of skill. One only need the blueprint

and some
basic understanding to create the design in the blueprint, and the

defensive
durability would be dependent on the materials used.
But Han Xiao quickly dismissed the idea. There was no way he

could create
any complicated machinery without a lathe. The only thing he

could do was
modify and improve the vehicle by taking some parts out of the
enemy’s
equipment. Creating a light fortress simply would take too much

work.
After eliminating the option, Han Xiao had another idea.
Anti-missile defense… We’ll have to get professionals.
…
Right after Han Xiao escaped the headquarters, the Germinal

Organization
responded without any delay. Under the command of the leader,
countless
troops of the Germinal Organization started scouring the areas
that they had
control of. The air force and the ground troops were employed at

the same
time. The scale of this operation was similar to that of a proper

battlefield.
An hour later, the Six Nations picked up the movement of the

Germinal
Organization. Without any intel, they had to prepare for possible

attacks, so
they increased their security and defense order to prevent any
tactics of the
Germinal Organization. Then, on the same night, the Six Nations
conducted



an emergency meeting to analyze the current battle and try to
understand
the reason behind the military movement of the Germinal
Organization.
After half an hour of intense discussion, from the evidence that

they had,
they finally came to the conclusion that baffled their minds.
Who are they trying to hunt down‽
The Six Nations had already pushed their military right in front of
the base
of the Germinal Organization, and they still had the time to waste

their
resources to hunt down someone. That man had to be very special.
The situation was not ideal, and the Six Nations were still

debating whether
they should stop the Germinal Organization’s operation. While

the enemy of
an enemy was often a friend, Raylen, Theseus, and Ordina

opposed the idea
of intervention in case it was a trap, and they suggested that the

Six Nations
should keep on following the original strategic plan to ensure a
predictable
battle.
While the commanders were discussing, Stardragon’s commander

suddenly
received a message from Division 13. His face was shocked as he

said,
“Everyone please wait, my troops just received important

information. The
man who is being hunted down contacted my communication
division.
Please allow me to pass on his message to the main channel.
Everyone was surprised.



Try the platform_for the most advanced_reading experience.
The monitor blinked, and Han Xiao’s face started to surface. He
used his
original appearance, and the commanders quickly recognized

that he was
Zero, one of the most wanted man of the Germinal Organization.
The man
who kept on providing intel to the Six Nations appeared right in
front of
their eyes. The commanders around the table were shocked.
“Are you the one being hunted down by the Germinal
Organization?”
“Why are you in the territory of the Germinal Organization?”
“I infiltrated the headquarters and retrieved key information
from the
mainframe of the system,” Han Xiao replied. “All their
information on their
troops, strategies, and missile distribution are now in my hands.
That’s why
the Germinal Organization are using everything they have to kill
me. And
now, I want to make a deal with you.”
The commanders looked at each other. None of them had told

Zero to steal
intel on the Germinal Organization, but he did it anyway all by

himself.
How much hatred does Zero against the Germinal Organization?
He
probably wants to destroy them more than we do.
“Go on.”
“Send out your troops, interfere with the enemy troops, and
ensure my
safety. Once I am safe, the intel will be yours.”
Han Xiao prepared to use the intel as a bargaining chip for an



exchange of
the Six Nations assistance. The intel was originally going to be

sent to the
Six Nations, and now they would have to fight for this

information.
In the beginning, Han Xiao’s plan had been to steal the intel and

get out
without getting found out. However, Destiny’s Child’s foresight
had allowed
the leader to set ambush, which disrupted Han Xiao’s plan. So, he
could
only adjust accordingly.
Han Xiao did not anticipate the appearance of Destiny’s Child,
but he was
not frustrated since not everything would always go according to
plan. He
was not afraid of accidents as long as he could adapt to the new
situations.
An officer said coldly, “You can’t prove that you have the intel

unless you
tell us right now. If you do so, we will consider protecting you.”
“This intel can burn the Germinal Organization down to the
ground, and
this is essential for victory of the battle,” Han Xiao replied. “If
you do not
accept my terms, this intel will be buried with my dead body.
No… not only
me, but all of your soldiers will die too. If the Germinal

Organization
admits defeat, they might trigger all their nuclear weapons and

wipe out
everyone. And then, you will question yourself—why didn’t you

simply
accept my offer?”



The commanders were anxious as Han Xiao pointed out their
main concern.
They did not know the quantity or the location of the nuclear
bombs that the
Germinal Organization had. If they could get information on this

matter,
then they could send out all the agents, elites, and strong soldiers

to
eliminate this greatest threat.
“How can we trust you?”
You can_find the rest of this_content on the platform.
“To show my gratitude, I just send out the first documents on the

‘Hands of
Death’ system to Stardragon’s troops. I used to work for

Stardragon’s
communication agency, and Stardragon can testify.”
Stardragon was pushed to the front of attention. Everyone looked
over at
Gu Hui, and Gu Hui looked dismal. With an annoyed expression,
he
nodded, which meant that it did happen.
“The Germinal Organization has a strong security system in place.
Even our
most elite agents could not infiltrate the headquarters. How did

you get
through?” another officer asked.
Han Xiao tapped his cheek, and his appearance slowly changed.
After looking at his face, the commanders of the Six Nation all

stood up
with chairs rolling away. Everyone froze.
This is the face of the Black Phantom!
“Are… are you…” Gu Hui, who almost fell, stammered with

disbelief,



“Black Phantom‽”
Han Xiao adjusted the image and showed the Viper next to his
body. “Zero,
Black Phantom, they are both identities of mine. You can call me

Han
Xiao.”
Gu Hui’s breath quickened. Division 13 did try to send people to

track down
Zero. The targets were all the homeless migrants as they thought

that Zero
could only hide around such groups of people. As it turned out,
they had
searched in the wrong direction. Han Xiao had never tried to hide,
but
instead, he had become the legendary killer in the Dark Net.
The commanders could not believe the truth. The Black Phantom
was
considered an extreme threat in most countries, and no one could

find out
his true identity. And now, he had just showed up as Zero, the
most wanted
traitor of the Germinal Organization.
The mask allowed its user to change appearances in an instant,
which left
the commanders in awe. They were just glad that Han Xiao was

on their
side.
Han Xiao took off his mask, and his face was calm. He stood
straight and
looked powerful. Han Xiao no longer needed to hide his true

identity.
Sooner or later, the Germinal Organization would spread this

news, so Han



Xiao might as well just reveal the secret by himself, and this

would make it
easier to get Legendary Points.
The meeting room was dead silent. No one was able to speak a

word. After
a while, the commanders finally started to accept the truth.
“We accept the deal. We will send our troops to face them head

on. Natural
Satellite security and anti-missile device will be activated, so
there will be
no way the Germinal Organization and land a missile on the
ground. The
escort troops might take a while. We do not have any permission

in air, so
the air force might not be able to directly escort you away from
the battle.
After we finish discussing, we will tell you the extraction point.”
Visit , for the best no_vel_read_ing experience

Han Xiao smiled. “Okay.”
…
After he turned off the communication device, Han Xiao let out a

long sigh.
The negotiation was successful, and the troops of the Six Nations

would
push forward on the side and intervene with the Germinal troops.
This was
the biggest ally that Han Xiao could get.
At this point, there was no need for Han Xiao to wear his mask.
The cool
wind blew on his cheeks. He closed his eyes as if tasting the

feeling of
freedom.
He could finally take off his mask after wearing it for more than



six months.
There was no reason to hide anymore.
From that night onward, the world would know his true identity.
He was
Zero. He was Black Phantom.
Legendary Points would flood in like water after the
organizations on
Planet Aquamarine accepted this truth.
And now, what he had to do was break through the lock on the

ground and
meet up with the escort team of the Six Nations. For Han Xiao,
this battle
had already ended.
Hila looked back at the sleeping Aurora as her icy expression
slowly
melted.
“Since you’ve convinced the Six Nation, with their help, we are
now in safe
hands.”
“Don’t let your guard down. Even if we have allies, we have to
make it until
they can find us.” Han Xiao did not think twice before killing

Hila’s
enthusiasm.
The sky slowly brightened, and the long night came to an end.
The battle would begin after sunrise.
…
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That very night, the true identity of Han Xiao spread like wildfire

to the
organizations all around the world.
Every organization was shocked.
The whole world was shocked.



Chapter 250: Eye of the Storm
The battlefield only covered the land of Andrea, which was

significantly far
away from the other three continents. Each and every piece of

news about
the war was like a wide spread disease that instilled fear and
anxiety into
people’s minds. This warfare caused inevitable repercussions to

all the
nations around the world. The world was in chaos. The rate of
theft and
murder increased at an exponential rate, extremist of religions

that preached
the end of the world rose, and small groups of wanderers decided

to join the
Six Nations to seek protection.
During war time, the Six Nations had strict policies, and they

performed
rigorous investigations and surveillance on the wanderers. Thus,
the
wanderers did not dare say anything that would offend the Six
Nations.
During time of peace and prosperity, these wanderers could not

really sense
the benefit of having neighboring countries. But for those who
betrayed the
country, they realized the importance of having a nation one

could rely on.
Discrimination and unequal treatment were around every corner
for these
people. The wanderers without citizenship were probably in a

lower status
compared to stray dogs, and they could only remain quiet and

beg for



mercy.
Therefore, some wanderers would rather remain homeless,
robbed by
bandits and attacked by wild creatures, than join the Six Nations.
For them,
the only other option left was to seek shelter under the Dark Net.
Without
any reinforced policies and restrictions, the wanderers eagerly
joined the
Dark Net, and all the money and resources Bennett had poured in

finally
came into use. He felt like he was Buddha, alleviating all the

suffering
around the world.
“Ah, the futility of war.”
On the top floor of Sanctuary One, Bennett stood next to the

window as his
sharp pupils reflected the entire field of Sanctuary One.
The mist of war surrounded the tower, and everyone on the

Planet
Aquamarine worried about their future. Even though the

Sanctuary was a
step toward the bright future, Bennett was still troubled by the

Han Xiao’s
baffling action to join the war. It had already been a few days,
and Bennett
had not heard from Han Xiao.
Bennett had a rather complicated perception on Han Xiao. On one
hand,
Han Xiao was the most important assistant with an honorable
record in the
battlefield and uncountable achievements. And now, the size of
Sanctuary



Three was already larger than that of Sanctuary One and Two.
From time to
time, Bennett considered changing the name of Sanctuary One to

Black
Phantom Sanctuary.
On the other hand, the movement of Black Phantom was

unpredictable, and
Bennett often had to bear the responsibility of those actions. Even
though
the mistakes were only small compared to the achievements of
Black
Phantom, Bennett believe that sooner or later, he would have to

take the
blame for the actions that offended the world.
“We received information from the frontline. There are unusual
movement
in the battlefield. Please take a look at this.” The assistant rushed

into the
room and handed over the laptop.
As the largest intelligence network on Planet Aquamarine, the
Dark Net had
kept up to date with the situation on the battlefield. Bennett
meticulously
read the latest information.
“Two days ago, the southern front of Andrea experienced a

drastic change.
The Germinal Organization, which who was on the defensive side,
employed a large-scale search around the headquarters. At the
same time,
the Six Nations applied pressure to the Germinal Organization
from south
and east sides. Moreover, they sent out multiple troops to

infiltrate the



Germinal Organization’s territory. From the movement of both

sides, it
seems that they are all going after the same target.
“It is reported that the target is the most wanted traitor of the
Germinal
Organization, Zero, who infiltrated the mainframe and obtained a

large
amount of classified information. Both the Germinal Organization

and the
Six Nation are fighting to obtain this information. From our

undercover
operatives in the Six Nations, the information will determine the

outcome
of this war.”
Bennett stopped reading and sighed. ” Zero… I know this man.
The reason
that the Germinal Organization has fallen to the point today is
mostly
because of this man. A traitor who made the Germinal

Organization walk
toward the path of destruction. Now he has obtained the key

intelligence on
this war, and he is the eye of the storm. He is an impressive man.
Even if he
lived in the old era, he could have been the legend to shape the

world.”
Bennett then flipped on to the next page.
“In addition, Zero called himself Han Xiao, and he had a mask

that can
change his appearance in an instant. Black Phantom is one of his

identities.”
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Bennett could not say a word.



Bang!
Three seconds later, the window in the office shattered as Bennett

threw the
laptop through it with all his strength. The laptop arced through

the sky and
smashed onto the ground. The laptop was utterly destroyed with

parts
rolling on the ground. The people on the ground were surprised

and looked
up at the Sanctuary.
“Han Xiao! You b*stard!”
Bennett more than furious. He scratched his head out of

frustrated, and the

clean, styled hair quickly turned into a mess. He then walked

back and forth
in the room.
The origin of Black Phantom had always been a mystery, as if his
existence
was created out of thin air. Bennett did try to ask Han Xiao about

his
history. At that time, Han Xiao’s tone had been reflective and

dense.
“Every man has a past that they do not want to face, just like
hands you
bathe in blood. And that’s true for me. I have made a lot of

mistakes. I used
to wear a mask, and I never knew who I truly was. It’s only
recently that
I’ve finally seen my true identity. Of course, you do not know

me.”
Bennett had believed him at that time. He had tried to remember

if there’s
any faceless legends in different organizations, and he had



vaguely recalled
a powerful man who disappeared in the flow of history. From his

own
experience, he had suddenly reached the conclusion that Han

Xiao was a
man with strong internal struggles, a man who sought

self-redemption.
Bennett had thought that he suddenly had a common topic that
they could
talk about.
Well, right now, Bennett was disappointed at how brainless he

was.
How dare you trick me‽
Bennett took a few deep breaths and straightened his chest. He
looked at
this reflection on the broken glass and fixed his hair style. After
he calmed
down, he turned to look at the frightened assistant and said, “Has
the
information spread to the public?”
The assistant nodded dumbfoundedly.
Bennett sat down and sank into deep thought as he tapped his
finger on the
table like he was playing the piano.
…
On the southern front of the land of Andrea, a convoy that was

intercepted
by the Stardragon drove into the fourth section. Dozens of
vehicles were in
the area with a few carrying the missiles with cold warheads on
top.
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Division 13 of Stardragon began their infiltration mission. They
took over a



military base in the inner parts of the Germinal Organization’s
territory, and
they got a few batches of warheads.
The secret intelligence agencies of all the countries were working
on the
same operation. They slowly chipped away at the power of

Germinal
Organization with the intel given by Han Xiao before the war
started. They
had made their plans after knowing the strategy of the Germinal
Organization, and their scale of operation had become smaller

and smaller
as time went on. Therefore, the Six Nations were desperate for
the intel that
Han Xiao had on his hands.
Small teams of agents got out of the vehicles, and Di Su Su and

Zhang
Wei’s teams were among them.
Di Su Su was going to wave at Li Yalin, but she saw Li Yalin and

her team
hurriedly left the area.
Li Yalin and her team charged into the commander’s room.
“Sir, it seems that Han Xiao had the intel!” Lin Yao said

anxiously.
The commander nodded, and he handed over a document. “The
situation is
complicated. The upper officials wanted me to give you this

intel.”
Li Yalin grabbed the document, and everyone squeezed around

her to read
it. On the very first line, the document already stated that the true

identity of
Black Phantom was Han Xiao.



“Haha. He really was Black Phantom. I was right after all!” Li

Yalin
laughed out loud, and her laugh was similar to a ringing bell. She
slapped
Lin Yao on the back, and he almost fell over.
In the battle of Tedramira River, Li Yalin did recognize Han Xiao.
At that
time, everyone in the team had guessed about the identity of Han

Xiao.
Zhang Wei had reported this to the higher officials, yet the
officials did not
give any response except to tell them not to further inquire on
this topic, as
if they were trying to hide something. Lin Yao had also stolen

some of the
records, but he realized that the higher officials had disregarded

the report
and never followed up with the case.
Now this proves that they had been right all along, and this truth

slapped the
higher officials right in the face.
Li Yalin suddenly let out a long sigh and cleared her mind.
“Wait…” Zhang Wei’s face darkened. “He still has another
identity.”
The crowd quickly read the paper, and everyone was shocked.
Zero was actually Han Xiao‽
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So, his true identity was the wanted traitor of the Germinal

Organization!
Recalling about the weird behavior of Han Xiao when he first
joined
Stardragon, everyone was suddenly enlightened and connected

all the dots



together.
That is why the higher officials wanted to hide his identity. He
was wanted
by the Germinal Organization.
Now we know why no one can catch Zero. He can actually change
his
appearance.
Now we know…
All the mysterious events that had happened all seemed to have
an
explanation. The people were dumbfounded by this realization.
Lin Yao swallowed the saliva and said, “His history is

unbelievable.”
Everyone nodded with agreement. No one had ever thought that

one of their
teammates was a legend.
On the side, Hou Yue face froze. He had heard a lot about this old

team
member, but to think he was actually such a great figure.
Du Su Su had also followed them into the office and read the
document on
the table. The commander did not stop her, as this intel would be

spread
anyway.
After reading the document, Di Su Su’s face was full of disbelief.
“No wonder when I saw Black Phantom near Seagull City, I felt
that he was
familiar. It turns out that Black Phantom was Han Xiao… Wait,
then what
Golden Fox said was…”
As she mentioned the incident, everyone in the room had a chill

and
stopped her from continuing the topic.
Li Yalin suddenly was aware of the danger that Han Xiao was in.



She asked
about the situation. The commander replied, “Other than the

military
operation, the officials have also formed an escort team to enter

the
battlefield and extract Han Xiao from the Germinal
Organization’s
territory.”
Zhang Wei walked up and asked, “Can we join the escort team?”
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Commander shook his head. “You are nowhere near standard of

the team.”
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